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Project background 
Planning application 2008/01094 was submitted to NCDC on the 27 May 2008 and was 
for the conversion of a barn to a dwelling. This application was approved subject to 
several conditions of which Condition 8 which states: 

No development shall take place within the site until the applicant has secured 
and implemented a programme of archaeological work in accordance with a 
written scheme of investigation to be submitted by the applicant and approved in 
writing by the Local Planning Authority in consultation with the County 
Archaeologist. 

A brief outlining the required recording works was prepared by Phil Copleston, Historic 
Environment Planning Advice Officer (HEPAO), on behalf of the County Archaeologist 
(see Appendix 1). 

Historic Environment Projects was subsequently contacted by the owners and an 
estimate of costs was prepared and agreed. Subsequently, a Written Scheme of 
Investigation (WSI) was submitted and approved (reproduced here as Appendix 2). 

This report is written in response to the requirements of the brief and the WSI. 

 

Aims and objectives 
The principal aim of the study is to gain a better understanding of the historic 
development and functions of the subject building. The objectives are to obtain an 
archaeological record of the site prior to alterations. 

 

Working methods 
Fieldwork was undertaken according to the requirements of an English Heritage Level 2 
survey (see English Heritage 2006). It comprised a walk-over, photographic survey and 
the production of brief building descriptions and analysis. 

 

Location and setting 
Topography 
Burmsdon is situated on the east side of Launcells parish and lies just inside the 
Cornwall/Devon border at SS 27983 06623 

The farmstead itself lies just above the 110m contour. Land rises to a significant hill of 
more than 125 metres west of the farmstead and to the east falls generally to the River 
Tamar that divides Cornwall from Devon. The present entrance drive from the south 
crosses an expanse of low-lying water meadow. The original entrance to the farm was 
from the west as shown on the historic maps. 

Geology and soils 
The bedrock in the area is Carboniferous sandstone of the Bude Formation. This has 
been quarried locally and used in the older farmstead buildings. Soils are defined as type 
712e Hallsworth 2, a seasonally wet deep clay which is derived from drift from 
Carboniferous sandstone and shale. Many older buildings also incorporate cob which is 
derived from the local subsoil. 

Conservation designations 
Burmsdon farm buildings are close to and within the setting of two listed structures that 
belong to the former Bude Canal. List descriptions are as follows: 

SS 20 NE LAUNCELLS 6/30 Aqueduct about 100 metres - east of Burmsdon 
Farmhouse - II Aqueduct carrying the now dry Bude canal over the River Tamar. 
1821 by James Green, engineer to the Bude Canal (q.v. Burmsdon canal bridge 
and Hobbacott Down). Freestone rubble with segmental brick arch. Single span 
aqueduct, parapets dismantled. Part of brick facing to one arch collapsed. Green 
worked under Rennie before being appointed as Surveyor of Bridges and Buildings 
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in Devon - a post he held 1818 - 41. Helen Harris and Monica Ellis, The Bude Canal 
(1972), p. 140. 

SS 20 NE LAUNCELLS 6/32 Canal bridge and towpath about - 50 metres south of 
Burmsdon Farmhouse - II Bridge carrying road to Burmsdon Farm across the Bude 
canal, 1821 by James Green, engineer to the Bude Canal (q.v. Burmsdon aqueduct 
and Hobbacott Down). Dressed stone rubble bridge, curved brick band at level of 
road, stone rubble parapet. Single span bridge with elliptical arch. One parapet 
repaired in concrete blocks. James Green worked under Rennie before being 
appointed as Surveyor of Bridges and Buildings in Devon, a post he held 1818-
1841. Helen Harris and Monica Ellis, The Bude Canal (1972), pp. 32-33. 

There are no other conservation designations that apply to the property. 

 

 

Brief history 
Burmsdon is first recorded as a settlement in 1311 (Gover 1948). The name is English 
and means 'Beornmund's hill' (possibly a corruption of ‘Bowman’s Hill’). The remains of a 
strip-field system at Burmsdon are visible on aerial photographs and were plotted as part 
of the National Mapping programme. The remains are sited within an area of Anciently 
Enclosed Land and are likely to be medieval in origin (source: Cornwall Historic 
Environment Record).  

Significant remains of the (now disused) Bude Canal survive close to the subject farm 
buildings and these remains extend across the landscape beyond. This canal is within a 
deep cutting south of the farm buildings and crosses an impressive aqueduct that also 
bridges the River Tamar south-east of the farmstead. 

The subject buildings are all shown on the Launcells parish tithe map (1840) and on the 
early large scale OS editions (c1880 and c1907). 
 

Building descriptions 
The subject buildings comprise a threshing barn and a 2-storey stable block. The barn 
dates from probably the late 18th century and incorporates 16th century roof timbers. The 
stable block appears to date from about 1840. The barn is predominantly cob 
construction on a rubble stone plinth and with rubble buttresses added to the south wall. 
The stable block is constructed of local rubble stone; the roofs are laid with rag slate. 
The subject buildings form an overall long rectangular plan. External elevations retain 
original openings and some original and old doors and windows. Internally, original roof 
structures survive and there is part of the original loft floor in the stable block. The 
buildings are a significant survival of vernacular farm building construction and design. 

Other traditional buildings in the farm group include an open-fronted stone and cob 
cartshed adjoining to the east of the subject barn, a converted single-storey farm 
building at the west side of the farmyard and the farmhouse itself that appears to be of 
an early date, possibly 16th century. 

Building type 
The principal subject building is a predominantly single-storey threshing barn with 
evidence for a former loft at one end. The other building adjoining west of the barn is a 
former stable block with loft above (now with part of floor removed). The barn adjoins a 
cartshed at its east end (not included in the assessment) 

Materials 
The barn is constructed from cob walling above a tall local stone rubble plinth, plus three 
stone rubble buttresses added to the south wall. At the north side of the barn the plinth 
is built on bedrock and red brick has been used to repair the doorway where the cob had 
been worn away. The original cob face has eroded from much of the south wall of the 
barn. However, some intact cob wall face survives to the east wall of the barn (Fig 16), 
now visible high up within the adjoining outbuilding east of the barn. The stable block is 
built from local stone rubble with red brick dressings. Roofs are rag slate with red clay 
ridge tiles. The dry-laid rag slates are iron-nail fastened directly to the common rafters. 
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Building plan 
The threshing barn (Figures 7-12 and 15-23) has a rectangular plan (approx 25m x 5m 
externally) with central slate-flagged threshing floor (approx 1.5m wide). Floor evidence 
suggests that the east end of the barn was used for stacking sheaves and that the slate 
floor at the west end was for storing grain. Evidence for a loft at the west end of the 
barn and a first floor loading hatch in the north wall at this end are evidence for probable 
grain storage in the loft, probably in sacks. A drive shaft and internal pulley was added 
to the south wall west of the threshing floor and there is evidence for a further pulley 
relating to a former belt drive farther to the west. 

The stable block (Figures 13 and 14 and 27-30) also has a rectangular plan (approx 15m 
x 5m externally) has remnant stall posts that originally divided four stalls at the south 
side of the building. There are no window openings at the south side of the building at 
ground-floor level where replacement hay rack and mangers are now situated. Light 
comes from two original windows in the north wall with glazed top panels and former hit-
and-miss ventilation shutters below. The loft above has a loading doorway central to the 
south wall. There is evidence for a former probable ventilator window west of the loading 
doorway. 

Interior 
The barn interior (Figures 15-23) has lime rendered walls at its west end. The render 
rises to above joist level of a probable former floor at this end and conceals any joist 
socket evidence of its former existence. A loading hatch in the north wall is further 
evidence for a former floor at the west end of the barn. The threshing floor is paved with 
slate flags and the west end of the barn is also paved with slate slabs but at a slightly 
higher level. At the east side of the threshing floor there is a timber rail but the floor to 
the east of this has been laid with concrete to the same level as the threshing floor. The 
6-bay roof structure has collar trusses fastened with pegs to lapped collars and halved 
apices. The three reused 16th century principals at the east end have mortises where the 
original collars were fastened and housing sockets where the original ‘through’ purlins 
were formerly spliced together and pegged through from the top. 

The stables interior (Figures 13, 14, 31 and 32) has remnant lime-wash on stone rubble 
walls. A post near the east end survives from probably four former standings. Also, at 
the east end and there are long wooden tack pegs.  The loft floor survives above the 
east end. The original floor joists are sawn timbers. The original 4-bay roof structure has 
A-frame trusses with lapped collars and crossed and halved apices, all with nailed joints. 

Functions 
The barn was designed to be used as a traditional threshing barn with hand-flailing 
operation to its central threshing floor. Belt drives were added to the barn probably in 
the late 19th century from which a belt pulley and shaft survives. 

The stables were originally divided into four standings from which two survive. The 
ground-floor windows and door face into the yard but the loading doorway of the fodder 
and bedding storage loft is situated in the opposite wall. 

Dating evidence 
Three reused 16th century truncated oak truss blades (date estimate based on carpentry 
detail) at the east end of the barn probably originate from the farmhouse that has 
internal features that provide evidence for this date period. Based on its general wall and 
roof construction and roof pitch the barn dates from probably the late 18th century. The 
stable block has clearly been added to the barn and this building is shown on the 1840 
Tithe Map, probably recently built at this time based on its general character and 
constructional detail. 

Statement of significance 
In Cornwall single-storey barns are rare and usually relate to an early date period. In the 
mid-late 18th century the fashion generally changed to barns of 2-storey design. The 
barn at Burmsdon appears to be a rare transitional type with evidence for an upper floor 
at one end. The interest of the barn is further enhanced by the re-use of 16th century 
roof truss elements probably formerly situated in the farmhouse. This survival is 
important for the historical interest of the farmhouse as well as that of the barn. 
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The stable block is also important as it demonstrates the introduction of horses into the 
farm economy pre-1840 at a time when many farms in Cornwall still used cattle as draft 
animals. The functionally advanced door and window design in the stables is now a rare 
survival. 

Technically, the barn is very traditional with respect to its construction and its original 
function but the introduction of a loft at one end anticipates a general functional change 
where upper floors are recognised as providing economical dry storage space. 

The contribution of the subject buildings to the character and interest of the farmstead is 
an essential part of the courtyard group that has the farmhouse front facing into the 
opposite side of the yard. The threshing barn is usually the most important and usually 
the earliest farm building in a farm group, and the stable block occupies pride of place 
with its ground-floor openings relating to the farm yard and sited conveniently next to 
the main entrance to the yard. 
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Fig 1 Location map 

 
Fig 2 Air photograph, 2005 
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Fig 3 Tithe Map c1840 

 
Fig 4 Extract from the OS First Edition 25 Inch Map, c1880 
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Fig 5 Extract from the OS Second Edition 25 Inch Map, c1907 

 
Fig 6 Modern OS map 
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Fig 7 Burmsdon Farm context group from SE 

 
Fig 8 Stables (left) and barn (centre) from south 

 
Fig 9 Barn from north 

 
Fig 10 Barn from north 
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Fig 11 Barn interior from west (note three trusses to east end of barn incorporate 

truncated blades from a 16th century roof structure) 

 
Fig 12 Barn interior from east 
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Fig 13 Stables interior from west 

 
Fig 14 Stables interior SW corner
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Fig 15 Barn south wall detail 

 
Fig 16 Barn E end (joist socket detail) 

 
Fig 17 Barn N doorway to threshing floor 

 
Fig 18 Barn interior to N doorway 

 
Fig 19 Barn interior S wall drive pulley 

 
Fig 20 S wall former drive shaft location 

 
Fig 21 Barn N wall (left)  loading hatch 

 
Fig 22 Barn roof E truss (one of 3 similar 

trusses with reused C16 blades 

 
Fig 23 Barn roof: under-slate detail 
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Fig 24 Burmsdon Farmhouse from south 

 
Fig 25 Cartshed east of barn from NW 

 
Fig 26 Farm buildings from NE 

 
Fig 27 Stables window left of door 

 
Fig 28 Stables window right of doorway 

 
Fig 29 Stables and barn from SW 

 
Fig 30 Stables doorway with centre-fold 

door 

 
Fig 31 Doorway with centre-fold door 

 
Fig 32 Stables NE corner: tack pegs 
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Fig  33 Locations of monochrome photographs 
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Appendix 1: Copy of planning brief 
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Appendix 2: Written Scheme of Investigation 
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